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Abstract— With the popularization of a quad high-definition/
4K video being dependent on the availability of real-time High
Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) decoders, hardware implementations have become more appealing due to their superior
performance and low power consumption. In this paper,
a field-programmable gate array (FPGA)-based hardware implementation of a 4K 30 frames/s real-time HEVC decoder is
presented. An elastically pipelined decoder architecture is used
to absorb variations in processing time and each pipeline stage
is optimized to use available FPGA primitives. FPGA-specific
challenges in managing critical path delays to achieve a target
operating frequency of 150 MHz required many architectural
novelties, such as exploitation of the sparsity of transformed
coefficient matrix, single-cycle reference pixel processing in intra
prediction, and flexible 8 × 8 block ordering in deblocking filter/
sample adaptive offset filter. A high-throughput latency-aware
cache architecture was used to reduce the external dynamic
RAM access bandwidth by 70%. This work is compliant with
the HEVC main profile at level 5 of the HEVC standard and
only consumes 126K lookup tables, 58K registers, and 335 18-kb
block RAMs when implemented on Xilinx Zynq 7045.
Index Terms— High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC), motion
compensation (MC) cache, ultrahigh-definition video, video
decoding on field-programmable gate array (FPGA).

I. I NTRODUCTION

H

IGH Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) is the latest video
compression standard introduced by International Organization for Standardization/ International Electrotechnical
Commission and Telecommunication Standardization Sector
of the International Telecommunications Union in early 2013,
as an effort to address the issue of ever-growing demand for
transmission and storage of a high-resolution video. HEVC
promises up to 50% bitrate reduction over the incumbent
H.264, but at the cost of extra computational complexity.
With the video industry now moving toward quad highdefinition (QHD/4K) (3840 × 2160), which contains four
times more video data than high-definition (HD) video, it
is expected that HEVC will become the video codec of
choice in the future. With the growing popularity of HD and
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QHD video and the increased computational complexity, the
added resource usage and power consumption of software
HEVC decoders place them at a disadvantageous position.
Therefore, hardware decoders are preferred especially in
low-power mobile applications.
Hardware decoders can come in two forms as applicationspecific integrated circuits (ASICs) or field-programmable gate
arrays (FPGAs). In ASIC decoders, the silicon chip is custom
made, which results in high performance, but the nonrecurrent
engineering cost associated with such an ASIC development is
extremely high, making them economical only for very large
volume production. Also in a transition time like at present
where the standard is still evolving and slow transition from
H.264 to H.265 due to lack of content, there is an inherent
danger in ASIC development unless extreme care is taken to
perform exhaustive testing of all profiles.
In contrast, FPGA-based decoders use existing configurable
hardware platforms to implement specific hardware architectures. Hence, the cost is much lower, but the performance is
less than that of ASIC designs. Therefore, it is more cost effective for low-volume products such as specialized broadcast
equipment, where the reconfigurability of the FPGA provides
an additional advantage. Furthermore, the ability to easily
implement the design and to port it across existing FPGA hardware platforms makes it an attractive choice for academic
and industry researchers who are into video processing
applications.
Several chip vendors and academic researchers have come
up with real-time QHD capable hardware HEVC decoder
designs, but they are mostly optimized for ASIC and the same
hardware architecture runs much slower when implemented
on FPGAs. (Kuon and Rose [1] found that the ratio of
critical path delay, from FPGA to ASIC, is roughly three to
four times.) It requires careful analysis of the capabilities of
an FPGA to optimize a design so that it can efficiently utilize
the available hardware resources of the FPGA while meeting
the timing requirements for real-time operation. Hence, implementing a real-time 4K HEVC decoder on an FPGA remains
a challenge.
In this paper, an optimized FPGA-based hardware decoder
solution is presented for decoding of HEVC compliant bit
streams. The architecture was designed with the objective of
real-time decoding of QHD video at 30 frames/s, while using
minimum hardware resources. The FPGA implementation was
done on the Zynq 7000 platform.
The FPGA implementation of [2] is only targeted
at 1080p30. Seunghyyun et al. [3] present a design that can
be scaled for 4K 60 frames/s by running four cores of a
primary decoder pipeline at 200 MHz. However, they have
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Overall architecture.

only prototyped the design on an FPGA and does not claim
that it can actually run at this frequency on the FPGA itself.
Further their device, the Virtex 2000T, is four times the size of
our platform and is typically used in prototyping large ASICs.
There have been several previous implementations of very
large scale integration (VLSI) implementations of 4K capable
HEVC decoders. Tikekar et al. [4] present a 40-nm ASIC that
can decode 30 frames/s at 200 MHz. However, this work was
done prior to the specification being finalized and hence is not
compatible with the final standard. More recently, [5] used
a data sharing dual core architecture to achieve 4kp60 on
a 28-nm process.
Our work is the first to achieve real-time 4K HEVC decoding on a commercial grade FPGA. Achieving this required
novel contributions that did not appear in the existing literature
to the best of our knowledge. These include the following.
1) An inverse transform architecture that can be seamlessly
integrated with the entropy decoder by consuming coefficients as they are produced and a scheduling strategy
that inherently utilizes the sparseness of transformed
coefficients.
2) Single-cycle reference pixel fetching and padding in the
intra-prediction pipeline allowing headroom for interpolations, using eight-bank line buffers.
3) A unique way to handle constrained intra prediction
using a special reference pixel update scheme at the end
of the pipeline.
4) Single-bank motion compensation (MC) cache architecture with uninterrupted cache line scheduling (UCLS)
mechanism to improve cache throughput.
5) A low-latency in-loop filter architecture that supports
on the fly filtering of 8 × 8 pixel blocks in any valid
decoding order, without using external memory.
Although this work focuses on an FPGA implementation,
these contributions can be made use of in an ASIC environment as well.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the high-level architecture with Section III

elaborating on each module in detail. An MC cache is
described in Section IV, and the results are presented
in Section V.
II. OVERALL A RCHITECTURE
Following along the main pipeline stages in HEVC, our
design is built modular wise and then assembled to create
a functional decoder (Fig. 1). On the Zynq system, the
processing system (PS) is used for header parsing since the
time consumed is very negligible compared with the others.
The actual decoder pipeline stages are implemented in programmable logic (PL).
Based on the dependency of computational complexity,
we categorize these pipeline stages into two main groups.
1) Front End: As it consists of the entropy decoder and the
inverse transform, the complexity of this group is highly
related to the video bitrate. A high bitrate implies a large
number of residual coefficients and more time spent in
these two stages.
2) Back End: It consists of prediction and loop filtering.
In this case, the throughput is not related to the bitrate
but the picture dimensions.
There can be significant differences between the processing
speed of these groups. For an intra-coded block, the prediction
accuracy is usually not perfect. This results in a large residual
and the time taken by the front end will be significantly higher
compared with the time taken by the back end. However, for an
inter-coded block (which usually does a proper prediction and
produces minimal residual), the time to retrieve the reference
pixels from dynamic RAM (DRAM) far outweighs the time
taken for the front end.
A first-in first-out (FIFO) queue (of size 112 kbits) is
placed between these two groups to create an elastic pipeline.
(Refer to Fig. 2 for an illustration on how elastic pipelining
improves throughput.) Tikekar et al. [4] also use elastic
pipelining between the entropy decoder and the inverse transform. However, our unique design of the inverse transform
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Fig. 2. Impact of using elastic pipelining between the two stages. Coding
units (CUs) 0 and 1 are inter coded, and hence, the time taken for back end
dominates that for the front end. CUs 2 and 3 are intra coded with a significant
amount of time taken for front end.

module ensures that the complexity of the module is a function
of the number of nonzero coefficients present (and hence
related to the throughput of entropy decoder) and is able to
shift this elastic pipeline one stage later. Further, we also place
smaller FIFOs within each stage to connect their functional
modules.
This usage of FIFOs is driven by the following observations.
1) Each pipeline stage can be made independent of others.
A common format for passing data down the pipelines
is established and each module can be developed and
verified independently.
2) Independent clocking is possible for each stage.
3) The FPGA already contains a significant amount of
block RAM (BRAM) with embedded FIFO controllers.
Therefore, the resource overhead will be minimal.
The reader is referred to [6] for an extensive exploration
of how elastic pipelining can be used in the design of an
H.264 decoder.
Handling of Chroma: In the front end, chroma is serially
processed with luma due to the order in which the syntax
elements (SEs) occur in the bitstream. However, for back
end, throughput is a major constraint, and therefore, separate
hardware exists for parallel operation on luma and chroma.
III. P ROCESSING E NGINES
In this section, we detail the internal operation of individual
pipeline stages.
A. Slice Segment Data FSM
The HEVC specification [7] provides the order in which
SEs are placed in the bitstream, and a state machine [slice
segment data (SSD) FSM] is used to traverse this ordering.
Apart from traversing the SSD, several additional processing
steps are done in the FSM itself.
1) Intra-Mode Decision: The actual intra mode, which is
not directly sent in the bitstream, is determined by
reference to the mode of surrounding blocks as well as
to several SEs.
2) Motion Vector Difference (MVD): The actual MVD is
coded in the bitstream in three separate SEs. These are
combined within the FSM.
3) Residual Coefficient Decoding: Residual coefficient is
coded in the bitstream via several SEs. The FSM

calculates the actual coefficient by combining these SEs
and pushes it to the inverse transform block.
Whenever an SE encoded with context adaptive binary
arithmetic coding (CABAC) needs to be decoded, the FSM
sends a request to the CABAC decoder, and the return value
is used by the FSM to determine the next state.
Decoding an SE may consist of decoding multiple CABAC
bins and our implementation is limited to decoding 1 bin/cycle.
Although works such as [8] describe VLSI architectures that
can be used to decode multiple bins per cycle, they have a
longer critical path that preclude their implementation to an
FPGA platform.
There have been several recent works on highly efficient
CABAC decoders. The architectures described in [9] and
[10] are targeted for level 6.2 (8K/120 FPS) and level 6.0
(4K/120 FPS), respectively. However, for our requirement (4K
at 30 frames/s), an implementation of lower complexity (and
more amenable to an FPGA architecture) is preferred.
Although the CABAC engine can provide a throughput
of 1 bin/cycle, the actual usage is less since separate states in
the FSM are dedicated to peripheral work as above. However,
as we demonstrate in Section V, this does not constrain the
overall throughput as our implementation can handle bitrates
up to 37 Mbits/s, which is comfortably above the mandated
25 Mbits/s for HEVC Level 5 main tier.
B. Inverse Transform
Our design of the inverse transform module is based on
two observations that have rarely been considered in the work
so far.
1) Sparse Matrix: The purpose of a transform from the
spatial domain to the frequency domain is to represent the
pixel information in as few basis vectors as possible. Hence,
the transformed coefficients would mostly congregate at the
upper left section of the matrix, with the others being zero.
During decoding, these zero coefficients do not contribute
to the final residual pixel values, and hence can be safely
dropped.
2) Entropy Decoding Order: The order in which the coefficients come out of the entropy decoder can be either
horizontal, vertical, or diagonal, but the traditional inverse
transform designs consume coefficients column wise. To make
the switch, a buffer of 4 kbits needs to be placed at the
interface [4]. This design eliminates the need for this buffer
by accepting coefficients as they come.
The inverse discrete cosine transform core in Fig. 3 can
be time multiplexed to perform both the column and the
row transforms. The number of iterations required for one
transform block is dependent on the number of nonzero
coefficients present.
1) During the column transform, the effect of a nonzero
coefficient in the incoming matrix is limited to the
column in which the coefficient is present. Therefore,
an empty column in the input matrix always yields an
empty column in the intermediate matrix. However, one
nonzero coefficient is enough to trigger a fully filled
column.
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Fig. 5. Required frequency of operation of the inverse transform stage for
QHD streams (obtained from [11]) encoded at different bitrates using x265.

Fig. 3.

Inverse transform design.

Fig. 4.
Illustration of the proposed scheduling algorithm. The colored
cells are nonzero with blue representing the cells updated during the
current iteration. (a) Input coefficient matrix. (b) Iteration 1. (c) Iteration 2.
(d) Iteration 3. (e) Iterations 4 and 5. (f) Iterations 6 and 7.
(g) Iterations 8 and 9. (h) Iterations 10 and 11.

2) During the row transform stage, the number of iterations
required per row is limited to the number of columns
where nonzero coefficients are present in the intermediate matrix. This is equivalent to the number of columns
with at least one nonzero coefficient in the original input
matrix and will always be constant for each row.
These observations lead to a simple strategy for ensuring
maximum utilization.
3) Strategy: During the column transform stage, the scheduler will keep track of which columns contain nonzero coefficients, and only these will be fed to the row transform stage.
4) Example: Consider a 4 × 4 discrete cosine transform
transformed coefficient matrix with three nonzero coefficients

[Fig. 4(a)]. Assuming a diagonal coefficient scanning method,
the entropy decoder would produce the coefficients in the
order marked. Fig. 4(b)–(d) represents column transform
and Fig. 4(e)–(h) represents row transform. Since only two
columns have nonzero coefficients in the input matrix, each
row transform would consume two iterations.
Based on this strategy, a single N × N transform with
c nonzero coefficients spanning across k (k ≤ c and k ≤ N)
columns consumes c + Nk iterations.1
Unlike prior architectures where the throughput is fixed
for a given resolution and frame rate, the minimum required
frequency of the proposed scheme is highly dependent
on the coefficient distribution. Simulations based on actual
QHD sequences (Fig. 5) show that the minimum required
operating frequency is comfortably within 3× the bitrate for
QHD streams.
Exploitation of the sparsity of coefficients is highly important for FPGA-based high throughput inverse transform architectures. For example, the traditional architectures presented
in [13] and [14] require operating frequencies of 270 and
412 MHz, respectively, for real-time decoding of 4K at 30,
which is very difficult to achieve on FPGA platforms.
In [12], a zero column skipping strategy is adopted to
make use of some of the sparsity. However, this is limited
to the skipping of column transform for columns that consist
of all zero coefficients. Our approach, however, is able to
skip each and every zero coefficient (both in column and row
transforms), because we only operate on a single coefficient
per cycle. This is in contrast to four coefficients per cycle as
in [12], which leads it to not being able to take advantage of
isolated zero coefficients unless they occur contiguously.
The proposed architecture is naturally capable of disregarding completely empty residual blocks. Although this feature
is not present in [12], it is not difficult to add this at a higher
level of architecture by looking at the cbf flag from entropy
decoder. Hence, for a fair comparison of the two approaches,
1 This is of course assuming that the entropy decoder can produce one
nonzero coefficient per cycle. Even if it does not, the inverse transform does
not consume inputs during the column transform stage and the FIFO placed
between can be used to regulate the flow.
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Fig. 6. Percentage improvement in throughput by the proposed architecture
compared with that by the architecture in [12].
Fig. 8.

Fig. 7.
Inter-prediction architecture. Depicted in dashed lines are
4 × 4 subpipeline stages.

we assume that this optimization is present and present the
simulation results in Fig. 6.
C. Inter-Prediction Architecture
Inter-prediction architecture comprises two CU level
pipeline modules: motion vector (MV) computation engine and
sample generation engine. The latter implements a subpipeline
of 4 × 4 block level for each CU that includes an MC cache,
MC interpolator, and weighted prediction module. In addition,
a separate boundary strength calculator module resides in
sample generation engine, as shown in Fig. 7.
1) Motion Vector Computation Engine: MV computation
engine takes relevant SEs in and derives semantics to produce MV components and reference indices for each PU in
the decoding order. To guarantee required throughput of an
MV computation engine even in a worst case quad-tree partitioning and prediction block (PB) partitioning, spatial and
temporal candidates are computed in parallel despite that
HEVC standard specifying temporal candidates would be

MV line buffer architecture.

required only if there are no sufficient spatial candidates.
The spatial candidate selection module interacts with MV line
buffers, as shown in Fig. 7. The temporal candidate selection
module interacts with a maximum coding tree unit (CTU) size
MV buffer that has prefetched temporal MVs from DRAM.
Due to prioritization order of spatial candidates, we sequentially check availability of candidates and fetch candidates
from the MV line buffer in a pipelined fashion, reducing the
resource requirement. The following are the novel architectural
contributions for inter prediction.
a) Efficiently packed spatial MV candidate storage
mechanism: HEVC standard dictates five spatial neighboring
candidates to be referred to while decoding a PU. MV information of neighboring candidates can be predominantly stored
in top and left line buffers. However, given the irregular block
sizes of CU, it is possible that the MV location at the bottom
right corner of a PB slots into both top and left line buffers,
while some potential candidate MVs get prematurely erased
if a naive approach is followed for line buffer management.
A naive approach is where the MV for decoding block gets
written into corresponding projected locations in top and left
line buffers based on the height and width of PU. A separate
maximum CTU size array would be required for storing of
MVs that get displaced but has the potential to be referred
again.
We propose a stack-based architecture for line buffer management as shown in Fig. 8. This technique eliminates some
of the redundancies by introducing a new write policy to the
top and left line buffers after completion of a PB, as shown
in Fig. 9. The new policy helps to retain displaced MVs in
the buffers themselves without having to maintain a separate
memory space for them. This saves SRAM requirement by at
least 18.5 kbits. The block end X coordinate of the immediate
past PU and the current PU are checked against the top of the
stack content to determine stack push or stack pull condition. If
top of the stack content matches with neighbor’s X coordinate
for a top line buffer request, MV data read from the left line
buffer is passed through instead.
b) Multipurpose scheduling for MV line buffers: Boundary strength calculation as specified by HEVC standard
requires MV information on adjacent 8×8 blocks. We propose
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2) Two-Pipeline-Stage MV Interpolator: To cope with the
throughput requirement for QHD at 30 frames/s, it is necessary
that MC interpolator should process 11 × 11 reference pixel
blocks in four clock cycles for biprediction. Hence, we propose
the interpolator architecture with two pipeline stages. By
decomposing into two pipelined stages as in horizontal and
vertical filtering, we make sure that the worst case throughput
for a 4 × 4 block is improved from 14 to 5 cycles compared
with the time-multiplexed reuse of horizontal and vertical
filters. This implementation requires 11 8-bit eight-tap filters
at the horizontal filter stage, while four 16-bit eight-tap filters
for vertical filtering for luma. For chroma, it requires five 8-bit
four-tap filters and two 16-bit four-tap filters.
Fig. 9.

New write policy for MV line buffers.

reusing the same MV line buffers used by the MV computation
engine for this purpose without maintaining a duplicate buffer.
Further, we eliminate the need for incurring a separate read
interface to handle requests of the boundary strength module
by introducing an efficient scheduling strategy for MV line
buffers.
According to the proposed scheduling strategy, when the
MV for a PB is determined, it is registered and written
into PB’s bordering locations in line buffers, while the next
MV decoding is started. By employing a read-first-type
memory, the locations being overwritten are read in the same
cycle and sent to boundary strength module over a FIFO of
depth 16. This process gets momentarily halted if next MV
decoding requires to access spatial candidate MVs from the
line buffers. This is because spatial candidate fetch is critical
for the completion of MV decoding, while border location
update can occupy until next MV is decoded. Since there is
a risk that a spatial MV candidate could refer to immediate
past PB and that location is not updated at the time it is
read, all requests referring to immediate past PB are served
by registered previous MV value, as shown in Fig. 8.
c) Temporal MV buffer in DDR3 and prefetch schedule:
Temporal MV memory requirement is about 5 MB for
level 5 decoding. Hence, it is stored on chip DRAM.
As per HEVC standard, MV descriptors referred from previous
frames are subsampled at 16 × 16 pixel blocks. Further, as far
as one CTU is concerned, previous MVs are referenced from
only one reference frame. This means a total of 20 descriptors
(4 rows × 5 columns) are sufficient for decoding a CTU.
(The four columns from the colocated CTU + rightmost
column of the left neighbor CTU of the collocated CTU.)
A CTU-level prefetch schedule is proposed in our architecture due to these reasons. The prefetch helps to negate the
effect from longer DRAM access latency. By exploiting burst
mode in advanced extensible interface (AXI), required MV
descriptors could be fetched in 7 beats, which means the total
cycle time for prefetch would not exceed 50 cycles on average
(DRAM latency accounted). This is only a fraction of 2%
compared with the total number of cycles allocated for CTU
decoding. At the end of decoding of a CTU, if applicable, the
16 MV descriptors are written to DRAM for future reference.

D. Intra Prediction
The intra prediction consists two pipelines, as shown
in Fig. 10, and both of them produce 4 × 4 pixel data with
varied throughputs: the main pipeline is to produce blocks
coded with angular and planar modes and the alternate pipeline
is responsible for producing blocks coded with dc mode. There
are several key prepipeline activities in order to reduce the
latency in pipelines.
Intra prediction inherently could not be pipelined over
transform units (TUs) as it may require the decoded pixels of
the latest previous TU. In order to reduce the interim memory
usage, a 4 × 4 block level pipeline is adhered to. According
to [1], FPGA designs are usually 3.4–4.6 times slower compared with their counterpart, standard cells. In order to run at
the desired frequency, factorization should be done to avoid
redundant computations in the main pipeline. Therefore, this
design introduces several key prepipeline activities as a result
of such factorization.
The main prepipeline activity is the generation of valid
ranges for the addresses of line buffers. The line buffer capable
of producing eight consecutive pixels from a given address
require these ranges to clip off the invalid addresses. The
available range generation module will provide a maximum
address that data are valid depending on the current decoding
location. In a similar way, constrained range generation module will provide a minimum address. If the maximum address
boundary is met within the 8 pixels, the pixels that exceed
the boundary will present the maximum value instead of the
data at their respective locations, using a multiplexing logic.
A similar treatment would be done if the minimum valid
address is met within the 8 pixels.
1) There Are Mainly Two Scenarios That Authors Wishes to
Highlight in Regard to This Matter:
a) Constrained intra-prediction flag is set to zero: The
above-mentioned flag that is set by the encoder notifies the
decoder that the intra prediction will use decoded pixel data
from both intra and inter modes. If this is the case, there
would be a maximum valid address range for a given location
(depending on the z-scan order), tile, and slice. The responsibility of the available range module is to calculate this range
once for a TU and it would only consume a single clock cycle.
b) Constrained intra-prediction flag is set to one: In contrast, when the flag is one, it will only use decoded pixels from
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Intra-prediction architecture.
TABLE I
S UMMARY OF C YCLE C ONSUMPTION FOR I NTRA P REDICTION

Fig. 11.

Reference pixel filter.

intra mode. The write back module will pad the line buffers
toward the corner pixel when the first intra block is received
after several or one inter blocks are decoded. Afterward, it will
extend the last pixel of intra blocks to the size of inter blocks
opposing to the corner pixel direction. This will not affect the
overall latency as it is done just after a 4 × 4 block is decoded
in a pipelined manner.
2) Although the Line Buffer Is Intended to Give Pixel
Data Straight Away Incorporating the Above, There Might Be
Two Other Optional Activities to Be Carried Out:
a) Reference pixel filter: Depending on the mode and
block sizes, the decoder will be required to do neighbor pixel
filtering. This is implemented in a similar manner to the line
buffer but with reduced storage and interpolation filters prior
to the write interface, as shown in Fig. 11.
In dc mode, the average value needed to be calculated prior
to producing a single pixel. An adder tree with 16 leaves is
used to calculate the sum in a pipelined manner. This would
consume (N/8 + 4) clock cycles with N being the size of

a dimension of the TU. The added delay in this mode is
compensated for by the use of an alternate pipeline.
Afterward, the core computation of intra prediction is
performed in two pipelines: the main pipeline having a
throughput of one 4 × 4 block per 4 cycles and the alternate
pipeline producing a 4 × 4 block per cycle. The alternate
pipeline, used by the dc prediction mode, has an overhead
of calculating the average value that is compensated for by its
higher throughput. The core computations of angular or planar
mode are a 2-tap interpolation of reference pixels based on the
angle/mode.
It is important to note the above-mentioned prepipeline
activities has rendered more headroom for core computations
needed due to inherent routing delay prevalent in FPGAs,
enabling the design to perform intra prediction at an average
rate of 2 pixel/cycle rates, as shown in Tables I and II. The
benchmark 4K at 30 frames/s, could be expressed as the
need to decode 248 832 000 (3840 × 2160 × 30) pixels in
150 000 000 cycles; hence, it is needed to achieve a rate of
1.65888 pixels/clock. The only case according to Table I,
which will fail to perform real-time decoding, is when the
complete frame is encoded as 4 × 4 blocks. However, this
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TABLE II
B LOCK S IZE AND P REDICTION M ODE A NALYSIS

Fig. 12.

In-loop filter architecture.

will not be a probable case with the intention of HEVC
being bitrate reduction and could be justified with the analysis
presented in Table II, which includes block statistics for
I-only frames. According to our intra-prediction module,
we will have, on average, a 2.601-pixel/clock decoding rate
for 4K sequences.
E. In-Loop Filtering
The loop filters in HEVC consist of the deblocking
filter (DBF) and sample adaptive offset filter (SAO). They are
used to remove blocking and ringing artifacts introduced by the
lossy encoding and decoding process. References [15] and [16]
explain in detail the operation of the HEVC deblocking
filter and sample adaptive offset filter, respectively. The highlevel architecture of our loop filter implementation is shown
in Fig. 12.
In keeping with our design methodology, the loop filter stage
is implemented as a main (elastic) pipeline stage of the full
decoding pipeline. It is connected to the prediction module
through FIFOs that provide a flexible pipeline interface allowing both modules to run at their own speed. The loop filter
stage is further subdivided into two stages as the DBF stage

and SAO stage, respectively. These two modules are pipelined
at 8 × 8 block level for maximum efficiency. Both modules
have their own line buffers, which are used to store pixels until
they can be filtered. This loop filter architecture is designed
in such a way that it balances the pipeline latency and critical
path delay so that it can support real time 4K decoding on
the FPGA. It is able to handle all types of input streams
that come in any valid decoding order, including support
for multiple tiles without using any external memory. This
architecture is able to achieve this performance due to the
following reasons.
1) Highly flexible 8 × 8 block level filtering order.
2) Efficient use (and reuse) of line buffers that eliminates
the need for CTU sized buffering.
3) FPGA-aware pipelined design to minimize critical path
delay.
As shown in the architecture in Fig. 12, the prediction module fills the data FIFOs with data related to
one 8×8 block at a time as they are decoded. Each 8×8 block
contains a header with its (X, Y ) coordinates, luma and chroma
pixel values, and loop filter parameters. These 8×8 blocks can
come in any valid decoding order. That is, when the current
block is parsed, its left and top neighboring blocks should
already be parsed to the filter at some point earlier in time.
This is guaranteed by the standard under all decoding modes.
This highly flexible block filtering order makes it easy for
the prediction module, especially when dealing with variable
sized CUs, since the loop filter does not impose any restriction
on the processing order of 8 × 8 blocks.
Fig. 13 shows the usage of line buffers in the DBF module.
As the DBF module reads an 8 × 8 block at a time from
the data FIFOs, it also fetches the top and left neighboring
4 × 4 blocks from the top and left line buffers. The line
buffers are four-pixel wide and have a length that matches
the maximum picture dimensions. They contain pixel data as
well as filtering parameters including tile/slice specific flags.
Therefore, it has all the information needed for filtering. The
line buffers are implemented using BRAMs in the FPGA.
These are built-in on-chip RAMs available in the FPGA and
hence consume no additional logic resources.
Once the DBF module has all the blocks in place, it filters
the vertical edges followed by the horizontal edges. Once the
filtering is done, the old blocks in the line buffers are overwritten with the newly received blocks, as shown in Fig. 13.
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DBF line buffer usage.
Fig. 14.

In this way, at any given point of time, the line buffers contain
the bottom and right most pixels to be filtered in the current
frame. This efficient reuse of existing line buffers eliminates
the need for any additional buffering within the DBF module.
The SAO module operates very much the same way. The
DBF and SAO modules are pipelined at the 8 × 8 block level.
The output 8 × 8 block from the DBF module has a 4-pixel
offset to the left and top directions, as shown in Fig. 13.
The SAO module also has its own line buffers to store the
deblocked pixels until they are ready for SAO filtering. These
line buffers operate in the same way as described before.
In [2] and [17]–[18], the loop filter stage operates on
a CTU (up to 64 × 64) basis, which requires a CTU sized
buffer at each stage. This increases the amount of registers and
memory resources required at each stage while also increasing
the overall latency in the loop filter stage. With our efficient
reuse of line buffers, we are able to run the pipeline at
8 × 8 block level, filtering the blocks on arrival (regardless
of the order of arrival) without CTU level buffering. This
approach saves resources while minimizing the latency in
the loop filter stage. With regard to tile handling, the loop
filter architectures in [18] and [19] do not support multiple
tiles, while [17] requires an external memory connection for
tile handling. The architecture in [2] supports tile handling
using line buffers that cover the entire height of the picture.
We too have a similar line buffer architecture that spans
the entire height of the picture, so we are able to handle
multiple tiles without discrimination and without the use of
an external memory connection. This is important because an
external memory connection to the DRAM has two adverse
impacts. First, external memory transfers introduce a further unaccounted and unpredictable delay to the filter stage.
Second, by increasing the data traffic on the memory bus, this
would not only slow down the filter stage but also would slow
down the operation of the inter-prediction module that requires
significant memory bandwidth itself.
When designing both filters, special care was taken to
minimize critical path delay. The filtering operations contain
a long chain of addition and shifting operations, which could
be done in one single clock cycle in an ASIC design. But the

MC cache architecture.

resource placement constraints and longer routing delays in an
FPGA mean that this would result in a very long critical path
resulting in the design failing to meet the timing closure when
implemented on an FPGA. Therefore, such operations were
broken down to a set of smaller steps with register stages in
between. The result was a design that can run at over 150 MHz
when actually implemented on an FPGA. It is able to operate
on 4K 30 frames/s video streams in real time.
IV. M OTION C OMPENSATION C ACHE
The decoder employs an MC cache to reduce off-chip
DRAM traffic, which reaches data rates beyond 42 Gb/s
otherwise. DRAMs also demonstrate high memory access
latency, paving way to deplete the overall throughput. Parallel
bank cache architectures have been proposed in [20] and [21]
for H265, and [22] for H264. However, they use special
mechanisms to take care of cache conflicts and out-of-order
task completion. We propose a single bank cache architecture
with capability to provide reference pixel throughput for
4K at 30 frames/s. The following are the key novel contributions in the MC cache.
A. Single Bank Cache Architecture
The cache is implemented on a single bank so that one cache
line could be read or written at a time. As shown in Fig. 14,
the data RAM and tag RAM have simple dual port interfaces.
The operation of the cache can be described as follows.
1) Task Generator: Admits prediction parameters and
breaks down PB into smaller units called fundamental
blocks (FBs) that are 4 × 4 pixels in size. A task
is defined for each FB as serving the corresponding
reference region known as reference block (RB).
2) Cache Line Requestor (CLR): Identifies a group of
cacheable entries (CEs) that the RB of a particular task
is distributed into and places set addresses in the read
address port of tag RAM, for each CE sequentially.
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TABLE III
E FFECT OF C ACHE L INE S IZE ON P ERFORMANCE PARAMETERS

Fig. 15.

Cache line ID ordering for maximum spacing between misses.

A CE could be any pixel region in the reference picture
buffer (RPB) that fits into a single cache line together.
3) Tag Comparator Unit: Determines whether a CE is
present in the cache, or else, the missing CE has to
be fetched from DRAM, by initiating a read transaction
via missed address FIFO connected to the main system
bus. Based on hit/miss result, cache address and index
information for mapping cache line to output block is
passed either via miss control FIFO (Q2) or hit control
FIFO (Q3), as in Fig. 14.
4) Output Data Handler (ODH): Manages inputs from
control FIFOs, access cache data RAM, and miss data
queue from DRAM interchangeably to dispatch pixels
from cache lines into the output buffer. The reason for
setting up two control queues for hits and misses is
that read cycle latency to cache data RAM is different
from that of write latency. To match this difference, read
address needs to be put a cycle earlier.
Cache conflicts can be avoided by ensuring that
ODH processes cache lines in the same order in which CLR
initiated them. To support ODH in deciding which control
FIFO out of Q2 and Q3 to read from at any given context, a
task ID and a line ID are encoded and sent via the relevant
queue. Line ID is used to form the access sequence of CEs in
a given task.
By providing the miss cache line update controllability
to ODH that solely manages cache data reads, as shown
in Fig. 14, task completion order is maintained properly. Some
of the earlier MC cache designs such as [21] suffer from outof-order cache completion problem, costing more resources
and clock cycles for additional checks.
When FBs in a larger PB are processed in a raster scan
order, as shown in Fig. 15, raster scan line IDs ordering
maximizes the spacing between consecutive misses. This is
important because system bus at times fail to provide cache
missed data from DRAM in consecutive cycles due to arbitration between the rest of the masters accessing the DRAM.
B. Cache Parameter Selection
The presented architecture aims to process one cache line
per clock cycle. With declaration of a larger cache line size,

higher throughput can be achieved, but there are hardware
implications that come along with it. A larger cache line
considerably downgrades circuit speed because of high fan-in
path generated from cache line to output buffer of the cache.
Based on Table III, which shows how worst case throughput
and resource usage varies with the size of cache line, a cache
line of 64 pixels arranged in a square of 8 pixels-a-side
emerges as the best trade off. It has 33% worst case throughput
increase over a 4 × 8 cache line, but only 49.8% of the area
of a design with a 128-pixel cache line.
A cache size of 12 kbits is preferred since it is approximately the sufficient space to store two 64 × 64 regions and
fully utilized when the largest PB size is decoded in biprediction mode. An 8 × 8 cache line thus results in 128 cache lines
of size 96 bytes (64 bytes in luma layer and 16 bytes each
from two chroma layers), which is arranged into 32 sets, each
set with four cache lines. The four-way set associativity helps
to avoid premature replacement of cache lines.
C. Uninterrupted Cache Line Scheduling
FIFO queues Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4 facilitate UCLS, whereby
all the key pipeline stages of the cache, namely, cache line
requestor, tag comparator, and ODH operate at their full
capacity without starving for input data or getting stalled by
backlog of output data. Tag comparator unit (TCU) processes
incoming block requests and pushes the result to either Q1
and Q2 (in case of a miss) or Q3. By exploiting multiple
acceptance capability in Xilinx AXI interconnect and memory
interface generator, it is possible to queue up to 32 outstanding
read requests to DDR3 via Q1. With an average latency of
27 cycles and a throughput of 1 request per cycle from Q1 to
Q4 (by which time a maximum of 27 outstanding transactions
would have been queued in memory pipeline, in a very rare
case of 27 consecutive misses), chances of TCU stalling due
to backpressure from memory is minimum.
If TCU guarantees passing data to one of Q2 and Q3 at
every clock cycle, it necessarily means that once the initial
latency for arrival of first cache line through Q4 has elapsed,
the ODH will not starve of data from Q2/Q3, while Q4 provides TCU-requested miss cache lines on time. At steady state,
therefore, all pipeline stages will process one hit or miss cache
line per every clock cycle. Thus incurring a zero miss penalty
at steady state, meaning miss data become available as and
when they need to be consumed.
However, it should be noted this behavior is observed
as long as inter-PBs are decoded. Whenever an intra-block
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Fig. 17.

Fig. 16.

FPGA test environment.

turns up for decoding, TCU become idle and gradually sinks
the pipeline. Initial latency will be again observed at worst
on resumption. However, it is expected that superior decoding
rate in intra prediction will make up for the latency loss in
MC engine.
D. DRAM Bandwidth Management
DDR3 synchronous dynamic random access memory
(SDRAM) modules can be generally operated at a maximum
of 800 MHz, which is much higher than the synthesized
frequency of the FPGA design. Hence, we adopt a 4:1 PHY
to controller clock ratio to enable higher data rate across
the DRAM. Since DDR3 64-bit data transfers occur on dual
edges, the effective throughput on the double data rate (DDR)
memory bus is 8× the system bus. To match at the system side,
AXI data bus width between memory controller to decoder
core is configured to 512 bits.
V. R ESULTS
The fully hardware based HEVC decoder was designed
using Verilog hardware description language (HDL). The
decoder was synthesized and implemented using Vivado
Design Suite along with peripheral IP cores that are required
for an end-to-end system deployment. Fig. 16 shows the
interconnection of all peripheral blocks along with the main
decoder core in the FPGA test environment. The system
was implemented on a Xilinx ZC706 development board that
features a Zynq 7045 programmable system on chip (SoC).
The Zynq SoC contains PL as in an FPGA as well as a PS,
which has two Advanced Risc Machine cores, all in a single
chip. The HEVC decoder was implemented on the PL side.
In this test configuration, the Ethernet interface on the
PS side is connected to a PC that sends the HEVC encoded
bitstream via Ethernet. The Ethernet packets are handled by
the PS and HEVC bitstream is passed to the decoder. The
decoded output frames are sent to an RPB that resides in
the external DDR3 SDRAM on the PL side. In addition, for
displaying purpose, the frames are also written to a display
buffer that resides in the external DDR3 SDRAM on the
PS side (which is accessible to both PS and PL). On the display
side, a DisplayPort1.1 interface is used to send the decoded

Demo test setup.

4K video output to a display device (4K TV in this case).
We have used a DisplayPort FPGA mezzanine card daughter
board along with a DisplayPort controller core to implement
the DisplayPort interface. A snapshot of test environment is
given in Fig. 17.
A. Performance Results
Critical paths in the decoder are optimized to achieve a
maximum runnable frequency of 180 MHz on the FPGA.
Some of the FPGA-specific techniques used to improve timing
include: setting max fanout limit contraint on several high
fanout enable/reset signals, enforcing multicycle latency on
DSP datapaths, and using high-speed AXI interconnects. This
helps to avoid timing violations at a 150-MHz operating
frequency. For real time decoding of 4K at 30 frames/s,
the decoder have a clock cycle budget of 5 000 000 per
frame based on the 150-MHz frequency. This is equivalent
to 1.6588 pixels per cycle. All submodules in the decoder are
designed to achieve this throughput. The decoder has been
tested for performance on various sequences and Table V
details the simulation results obtained for some of them.
The BasketBallDrive and PeopleOnStreet sequences are from
the Joint Collaborative Team on Video Coding common test
conditions [24]. The CrowdRun sequence [25] was encoded
from YUV using x265 at various bitrates (options—prest
slow). Four pre-encoded 4K sequences from [11] were also
analyzed.
1) Front End: The performance of the front end is directly
related to the input bit rate and this is confirmed from Table V.
The decoder can go up to a bitrate of 37 Mb/s, which is
comfortably above the 25 Mb/s mandated for level 5 main tier.
2) Back End: Back-end decoder performance is mostly
dependent on decoded slice type, which determines the amount
of DRAM access bandwidth and the associated latency. The
average 4K frame decoding time for intra-predicted slices
is generally low and is in the range of 15–20 ms, since
no DRAM access is involved. For unipredicted slices, frame
decoding time is averaged at 25 ms and frame decoding time for bipredicted slices also comfortably sits below
33.33 ms demarcated by level 5 main tier of the standard for
4K real-time decoding. As shown in Table V, even for other
test configurations, back-end modules satisfies the frames per
second requirement.
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TABLE IV
C OMPARISON W ITH THE P RIOR W ORKS

TABLE V
P ERFORMANCE R ESULTS FOR S ELECTED S EQUENCES

3) MC Cache Performance: Pixel throughput of the
MC cache is directly related to MV information as it determines the number of cache lines an RB can be spread
into. Hence, the throughput is statistically evaluated. A cache
throughput of 2.87 pixels/cycle, hit ratio of over 89%, and
bandwidth saving of more than 70% are comparable and at
times superior to those in [4], [21], and [22].
B. Resource Utilization
Module-wise break down of resource utilization for main
submodules of the decoder is given in Table VI. FIFOs used
in interconnecting the modules are taken as a separate entry.
Lookup table (LUT) usage for the decoder is 57.6% of the
total available on the target FPGA. Motion interpolation filter
chain datapath is technology mapped to DSP48 primitives
to even out resource distribution. Other resource types are
predominantly underutilized.
An analysis of how the proposed system compares to the
prior work is in Table IV.

TABLE VI
M ODULE -W ISE R ESOURCE U SAGE

VI. C ONCLUSION
An FPGA implementation of the HEVC decoder, capable
of decoding 4K 30 frames/s video sequences, was presented. Challenges of HEVC, variable matrix sizes for
inverse transform, increased number of prediction modes,
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a large number of reference pixels for interpolation, and high
bandwidth memory access via standard DDR3 memory interface amalgamated with inherent routing delay and placement
constraints prevalent in FPGAs were addressed in this paper.
The maximum pipeline width of 8 × 8 block sizes throughout the design incorporated with elastic buffers contributed
to the seamless integration of the modules. Single-cycle reference pixel padding and fetching in intra prediction allowed
the average of 2.579 pixel/clock in decoding for all-intra
frames. Single-bank cache architecture with UCLS technique
reduces DRAM bandwidth by 70% while achieving an average
throughput of 2.87 pixels/clock barring input delays.
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